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2 LOCATION AND-RELOCATION: HOME, 
'THE FIELD' AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL 
ETHICS (SYLHET, BANGLADESH) 
Katy Gardner 

As aJJ pre-doctoral students of anthropology are aware, fieldwork -
usually in some far-flung location - is the discipline's centrepiece, th_e 
ultimate transformative experience through which they must pass if 
they wish to call themselves mthropologists. Amongst my fellow 
neophytes at the LSE (1986) we approached this great experience with 
a mixture of romantic expectation, heroic self-image and utter terror. 
What we were aJJ certain of (and none of our ritual masters disabused 
us) was that whatever happened, so long as we stayed the course, we 
would come home fully-fledged members of an cute group, having 
completed the greatest academic initiation rite of all. Our training 
reiterated this. Exposed in our pre-fieldwork seminar to the tales of 
various post-fieldwork initiates, we gradually understood that :witbm 
anthropologica.l epistemology, knowledge is generated and validated 
Lhrough mdividua.l experience. hr more impomnt than learning the 
appropriate interview or survey methods was the act of doing, ofbeing 
there and letting the loca.l c'ulture permeate our individual boundaries. 
To put it crudely, we were taught that the way in which anthropol
ogisis--leam. is by going native. In this chapter, I wish to update this 
romanticised version of anthropological transformation. What I hope 
to show is that rather than the relationship between our transforma
ove fieldwork experience.sand the texts which resu.lt from them being 
lineal (what we learnt during fieldwork detemunes what we write), 
11 is in fact far more complex. This is partly because what and how 
we learn 1s endlessly influenced by our personal locations and identities, 
which themselves change over time. It is a.lso because anthropologi
ca.l learning is not bounded by the temporal boundaries of being in 
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- the so-called 'field' . To support my argument, I shall draw from 
recent debates within postmodern critique and feminism. 

Anthropology has of course had its fair share of postmodern 
castigaoon. One area in which it has been criticised,is the :claim of so
called 'objective generalisation', or what Jonathan Sp:encer calls 
' ethnographic naturalism_:_ (1989: 153-4). T his confers authority on the 
anthropologist by suppressing the historical specificity of the ethno
graphic experience; the experiential nature of data collection, which 
1s so much part of private anthropological lore, is left out of the public 
end-product. if we are to meet the postmodern challenge, we therefore 
n~ d t describe the historical specificity not ~nly of the _E!!ople-who 
we wnte about, but also of ourselves. (For a classic exploration of these 
issues see Clifford and M arcus 1986.) •. - -

The Lmportance of locating the author in her or his text has now 
:-::en accepted by most anthropologists and is virtually a literary 
:o:r,·er.oon This 1s an Lmportant step forward., but often simplifies the 
antnropologi.st's own identity and position. I, for-example, would present 
:ny,elf il1 te:ms of vanous characteristics (female, white, middle-class, 
etc ) from which particular assumptions would' then be made.· The 
prer:-.m: of tlus is £mt that race, gender and class are more influential 

, -r,1 pns1 <:>rung •han other characteristics (the ·lisc-could include any 
number of random charactensocs, such as age, educational background, 
sexual preference, voting behaviour, and so on), and secondly, that 
these characteristics can be read like a map reference (if l am white, 
rn;ddle-class, etc , I am therefore located between points Y to Z). This 
'issue has been particularly discussed and analysed within feminism. 
Before considering my own fieldwork experiences, I shall therefore 
make a short digression, and outline some of the key issues which have 
ansen from posrmodern fei:ninism. 

FEM INISM AND T HE REVISED PO LITICS OF LOCATION 

!· 
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the self in the experience ofoppressioo in order to liberate_ it' (1988:29, 

d · M k 1991 · 5) Crucially these expenences were quote m ac ey • · • . . 
d d h Cd Beliefm. the universal subordinanon of women un erstoo as s ar • tral 

and their international sisterhood was thus, for many, a cen tenet 

of their feminism. 
This assumption of shared experience was to lead to increasing self-

criticism and fragmentation as over the 1970s and 1980s the movement 
became aware of difference , at fmt in tenns of sexuality, and then later 
in terms of race (Mackey 1991:2). The critiques tore at the heart of 
Wes tern feminism; it was accused of generalising from what were 
essentially white arid middle-class experiences, of ethnocentricity ~d 
of appropriating black women's voices. Some argued that white 
feminism's attempts to represent Southern experiences helped reproduce 
nee-imperial power relatioru, ·and thus colluded and collided with 
orientalism (Mohanty 1988). 

As a response to these criticisms,-by the late 1980s what has been 
called the "politics of locaoon' became increasingly influential. This 
involves the recognition that everyone writes from specific locatioru, 
and that the ways in which we learn and experience have particular 
temporal and spatial dimensioru (Probyn 1990). Thus, there can be 

-11Q.h9 mogeneous, univer<.al feminism, for all individuals have different 
locatioru. Here then, it is difference which is highlighted; such ideas 
.ha,_;; obviously been heavily influenced by postmodenrism.1 The 
politics of location have however led to~ new set of probletru1 for 
they often assume an automatic relatioruhip between experience, 
identity and political positiorli-ldentity politics are thus in continual 
danger of essen tialism: individuals are assumed to represent particular 
groups Vf.~ Se cultural and political locatioru are presented as fixed and 
boundect::-They are also often ~~~y prescriptive, dictating who can 

_ and ·cannot speak. They may-be· us~d to argue, for wmple, that 
ru-;}ogue can only take place between women who share the same 
identity. In other instances, they may mean that the authentic voices 
of women of colour are heard, whilst those of white privilege are silent. 

Just as bemg there confers authonty on anthrop_ologists, so is personal Both of these situations are highly problematic (see Mohanty 1990; 
experience the key to feminism. Rather than separating-chis from their Mackey 1991). 
wntings however, feminists have always celebrated the personal. For Identity is of course far more complicated, for mruviduals possess 
many fint-wave feminists, women's experience of oppression was core many identities, none of which are fixed. 1nis, plus the rigid oppositions 
to their subsequent consciousness raising, and the basis of their new , , "'11plied by what Mackey has called a dynamic oL'a~thentic 

politic~ id:n~~: :•~ :::~~:,:;:~~;~, $~--~ J vo;:~;~ d ,
1
il:n;:•~cy 1991,S), b,vc led to <~poliacs_ 
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-ot locabon within fc · · th gh . 
ul • 1 d al muust ou ~- in this, locatton is .undemood ?(/ 

m tipcan wayscb · di ·d ~ . anging; m VI uals a.re placedon,shifting ground 
-:._~e__no smgle identity is possible. Instead , pcrsonhood is endless 
'."'""t,.1-ucutcd; we have permeable boundaries and are endlessly transfoaned · 
m each new IIltccactJOn. The positions one speaks from a.re located in 
and contmgcnt upon spco.fic contexts. The researcher and her informants 
arc bo th dunged, and agents of change. 

ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE REVISED POLITICS OF 
LO CATION 

Sim..ili.r issues exist m anthropology. ,To avoid essentialising an anthro
pologist's identity, or assuming its coherence, we _c;an dep-ionstrate bow 
our own personho od IS multiple and at runes contradictory. It is 
concmuilly changed, both through the ethnographic expenence and 
1r> 1mcra.coons before and me:. Anthropology 1s thus· not simply about 
spea£c discovenes (although these may he important), but is more 
proccssual, bwld.ing upon lessons which b~gin before the intrepid 
neophyte arnves in the field, and long m er she or he has left. As Nancy 
Lmd.isfa.rne has wnnen: 

The logic of a ?Ost modernist position means that the sense and authority of 
a.I""· nc-,. ethrucs {sic; of anthropology can only be derived from self-cnaca.l 
anaJym of the rrucro-poliacs of a.lJ mteracaom ... not only those of the 
anthropologm m the field, but those at home before and after fieldwork. 
(1994:6) . 

Rather than prcscnong fieldwork as bounded in space and time (my 
cxpencnce in the field), and the anthropologist as trapped in the static 
identities of before and after _her or his transformative experience, it 
is therefore more construcove to understand 1t as an ongoing process, 
for each anthropologist's relationship with her or his expenence is 
continually changing, Jlllit as we continually change as individuals. 

In what follows, I am therefore not going to describe an experience 
or revelation which changed the coune ofmy fieldwork. Indeed, when 
I tried to recall such an expenence I realised that ther:e was no single 
revelation which made everything dear. Instead, I wish to focus on 
how my understan~ of my fieldwork- have been altered througf\ 
my own changing political, personal and intellectual locations f a:lso 
hope to indicate the relationship of these to variow ethical problems. 
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I have been particularly forced to consider these issues both· because 
of the nature of my research topic, and because I m:ve produced three 
distinct texts from my ethnographic experiences: a book of short 
stories, my PhD dissertation and its completely rewritten incarnation 
as an academic text. Each of these represents a different phase in my 
relationship with the place where I did my fieldwork (a village in north
eastern Bangladesh) and a different type of understanding. This process 

, of change encompasses not only my ~t and longest stint in the so
called field but also subsequent periods in Britrin, and the various times 
which I have returned. ln what follows, I shall explore these issues by 
discussing two particular issues: purdah and migration. The latter, in 
particular, has embroiled me in various ethical questions, which have 
invariably been closely interwoven with my particular positioning. 

FIELDWORK: A BACKGROUND 

I did my fieldwork in a village in Greater Sylhet, Bangladesh, over 
1987 and 1988. As an undergraduate, I had taught English to a 

Bangladeshi woman and like most of the British Bengali population, 
which then included around 100,000 people, she came from Sylhet. 
I therefore decided to live in a village in Sylhet and study the social 
and cultural effects of prolonged overseas migration. In preparation 
for my visit, I worked for about six months as a volunteer for a 
_c.9mrnunity centre in Spitalfields, London, and through various contacts 
met a number of British Bengali community leaders. During this 
stage, I was. located _within the represented British race re~tio~, in 
which the Brifufi Bengali community is .discussed largely in terms of 

(~~I!l~-~ctimisation and exploitation. I did not probicmatisc my own 
position, t>r my research plans, but assumed that eventually, I might 
use my experience in a positive way in the UK. 

Once in Bangladesh, I was lucky to find a place to work in relatively 
swiftly. Talukp.ur is a small village of70 households in Nobiganj, one 
of the areas in Sylhet which send migrants to Britrin, to the Middle 
East, and incr~kgiy, to the US. I moved into a large homestead 
consisting of four patrilineal households. Two of these were in 
Newcastle, and the others were present. My adoptive funi.ly were of 
higl} status, but owned only a small amount ofland. As I quickly realised, 
most households with migrant members were considerably more 
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- prosperous than those without. There was therefi;>re increasing 
economic polarisation in the village, for the main way in which 
people could move upwards was to work abroad and earn foreign 
revenue. In this sense, rrugr.i.tion is a highly valued economic resource 
to which people continually struggle to gain access. In general, only 
those with a certain amount of capital or pre-existing contacts on the 
migrational network ever got the opportunity to go abroad. 

I stayed in Talukpur with my adoptive family , to whom I became 
an honorary daughter, for 15 months, give or take breaks in Dhaka. 
Occasionally I went to Sylhet Town and got drunk with the local VSO 
workers. In the village, I worked from an agenda of questions, which 
generated more issues to follow up. I carried these in my head from 
household to household, repeating the same questions, memorising 
people·s answers, and at the end of the da~~g down everything 
! had heard. I cned to visit all the households in the village regularly, 
· u · i"1ev1t.ably spent more time with some than others. Originally I 
took notes during my conversations, but for reasons I'll discuss below, 
so.:,_ decided that It would. be better to be less explicit and simply 
:c>emo:ised w hat people told me. Later on in my fieldwork, I tape
:--::cc-rcied rnteJ'Vlews and the oral histories of particularly keen informants. 
: a.i.so v,.-rote down everything that happened. My supervisor had 
a..,surec me this should fill about six pages of A4 a day. On some days, 
I confess, I c~uld only muster half a side. 

As with all anthropologists, my relationships with my informants 
r(}hanged and developed over the penod I was m Talukpur. Throughout 
my stay I was m a vanety of roles, o~ ame time. I was, 
lil va.r,m g degrees with different people and according to contex~. a 
white European (thus of high status), a possible spy, a young, unmarried ' 
woman, and a fictive daughter, sister, niece, auntie , etc. Certainly, my 
role as researcher, which was never very clear to start off with, either 
to me or to my hosts, became more and more blurred. lfl was to be 
part of things and truly accepted, I increasingly sensed that 1 could not 
also be a researcher; it felt too detached and too hierarchical. Possibly 
I tried too hard to conform and thus swept the research carpet from 
beneath my own feet, for how could a village daughter go around inter
viewing people and writing things down in her book? Towards the 
end of my stay I became increasingly paraly&ed in my formal research 
role . Needless to say, it was in the very last months of fieldwork, when 

1 
I stopped asking direct questions and everyone knew that I was 
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leaving that I learnt most. These roles have changed further on my 
return ~sits to Talukpur in 1990, 1993 and 1994. lam still an h~norary 
daughter in name, but am obviously less dose to everyday ~ than 
I was; possibly I may be drifting into being a patr~n; certainly, I am 
no longer a PhD student taking notes and carrymg around a tape 

recorder. 

PURDAH AND GENDER 

The approaches of Northern feminists to social institutions such as 
purdah {the veil) have been central targets in the critiques of first-wave 
feminism I alluded to earlier. Southern intellectuals such as Chandra 
Mohanty .have · argued that W estem feminists make ethnocentric 
assumptions about purdah, and in presenting all veiled women as 
passive victims, uncritically promote their own culture and position 
(Mohanty 1988). In some instances this has certainly been the case, 
but it is also important not to essentialise the positions of so-called 
W estem feminists. Personally, I do not have any one view on purdah. 
Gender relations in Taluk:pur have continued to confuse, challenge 
and infuriate me. In this section I intend to chart the relationship 
between my experiences in and out ofTalukpur, my changing locations 
and my ethnographic understandings. 

When I arrived in Talukpur I had a fairly straightforward view of 
purdah. Veiling was the tool of patriarchy; it subordinated women, 
whilst giving-vast privilege and power to men. This attitude was 
partly the ~esult of previous personal experiences travelling in the Middle 
East and South Asia. It was also strongly reinforced by the existing 
literature on gender relations in Bangladesh. Until recently, this has 
almost wholly stressed Bangladeshi women's oppression, what has 
been called a 'litany of grim statistics' (Arthur and McNicholl 1978). 
As Sarah White has argued, the majority of this literature has been funded 
by aid agencies whose priorities hugely influenced the subsequent 
research agendas. The problem of Bangladeshi women is thus given 
centre stage, whilst other aspects of gender relations are ignored 
{White 1991) . I must confess that before I arrived in Talukpur I 
a~sumed that the women I met would envy me. If possible, my 
presence might awaken their latent feminist consciousnesses. 
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~~g my relationship with Talukpur, much has confirmed my 
angina! assumptions. If I chose to work in a Muslim society partly 
out of a desire to venture into the heart of the alien other there was, 
and is, much in Bangladesh to satisfy my voyeurism. One of the first 
things I was told in the village was: 'Women 's heaven is at their 
husb:md's feet.' Women are denied entry to all male domains (the 
mosque, the market, the fields and the village council) . In Muslim law, 
one man carries the weight of two women, who are legal minors. Within 
rural areas they also have very few rights, despite the official laws made 
in Dhaka. Their children, for example, belong to their husband's 
lineage and if they arc divorced, they often lose them. Women are 
defined by, and dependent upon, men. Many of the married women 
who-I knew were nameless, laoelled through their relationships to men, 
as so-and-so 's wife, or so-and-so's mother. At mamage, the bride's 
behaviour wholly symbolises the passive submissiveness of stereotypi
cal rural Bangladeshi women. Heavily veiled, she does not even walk 
without the assIStance of her female kin. Later,.in her in-laws' house, 
relatives and neighbours flock to view her, lifting up her veiled face 
to take a look and then commenting on her relative fairness. In none 
of the marriages which I observed did brides have any choice in who 
they were married to Ostensibly, at least, they present their husbands 
as their future masters, whom they must obey and please in all respects. 

I could connnue my description. Th.is chapter is not, however, about 
the subordination ofBangladeshi women, but of how my understandings 
of local gender relaaons ch:mged over time. Let me start with my 
physical expenence m Talukpur, for one of the most important ways 
m which I learnt about Bangladeshi w"omen was through my own bodily 
transformauon. As I was quickly to learn, constructions of Bengali 
ferruniruty are mscribcd first and foremost on the body. This has been 
described by other female outsiders working in rural Bangladesh. 
Kotalova, for example, wntes ofhow her body was examined by local 
women when she first arrived in her fieldwork village and then 
transformed by them as hey taught her their own bodily codes. As 
~he suggests, the ambiguity she posed presented a challenge to their 
own 1denooes and assumptions about fermnihity (Kotalova 1993:28-34; 
see also Ram 1991). 

My first Jes.sons in T alukpur were also of a physical nature (see Gardner 
1991). For my hosts, it was 1mpenove that I become a proper woman, 
and I was rigorously instructed as to how this might be possible. My 
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hair was oiled and tied tightly back, ~ bangles pushed onto my wrists, 
my fingernails stained with henna; most importantly, I was instructed 
to change my shalwar kametz (baggy trouseIS' and tunic, worn by 
young girls) for a sari. From now on, my head should a:lways be 
covered, especially when the azan (the call to prayer) was sounded 
from the mosque, or in front of elders. I should wallc slowly, rather 
than stride;or run, and sit only in certain positions. I should be smooth, 
neat, and demure: this was a sign of acceptable femininity. In contrast 
are women who lack the appearances of control. Their hair is loose 
and wild-looking; their saris are not properly tied, and may even hang 
open; their heads are uncovered, and they talk too much, a standard 
criticism of unpopular women. Those that truly stand at the margins 
of civilised society may even wander, with uncovered heads, into male 
domains . . T}l.ese road women (p.qaoli bttf) are the subject of much 
amusement and horror in Talukpur, and when I did not conform -
when my hair was too frizzy, my sari rode up over my ankles, or I 
walked into male domains with an uncovered head - I was jokingly 
accused of being a pagoli, or a s0l2ll child; that is, I could not be a fully 
fomied adult for I had not yet been socialised into the correct social 
codes. This changed over time, for as I stayed lo1:1gcr in Talukpur, I 
began to get away with what I assumed to be deviant behaviour. In 
the ho1;test months, for example, I stopped wearing a blouse inside 
the boundaries of the homestead, concealing my chest wjth my sari, 
but leaving my.back bare. To my surprise, no one objected, perhaps 
because I had already satisfied my hosts that I had mastered the b:uics. 

There were other ways in which I learnt about Talukpur through 
my body. I developed, for example, a taste for pan, which wo~en chew 
endlessly. When hungry, I found myself craving rice. This is of 

· tremendous symholic value in rural Bangladesh; by iQlbw.ng the 
substanc~ _ of the locality through its food people are said to become 
linked to their homelands. It is only local rice, fruit, fish, and so forth 
which are seen as truly nourishing and tasty. My appetite for rice, then, 
indicat~ that I was slowly picking up the bodily mannerisms of the 
people I was with. In comparison with the often tense way in which 
we in Britain deport ourselves, and our notions of the need to exercise 
and use our bodies, these express more a state of relued indifference. 
l founcJ too, that my w e of Bengali, again reflecting the linguistic 
mannerisms of local people, was ieeping into my __ ~ •. Jn 
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Bengali I ai~ re abrupt, m ore extrovert and more assertive. In short, 
I began to feel my whole identity change. 

These bodily experiences were not, howevor, simply a matter of 
lemung a physical role and playing it like an actor, whilst remaining 
unchanged inside. Instead, pcrsonhood and physical expenence are 
m r mtlITUtely c nnc tc-d As Marriott and others have argued with 
reference to South Asia, b dilv substance and cultural behaviour are_M 
mseparab1c, each 1s a realisation of the other (Marriott 1976, cited i.n'i[
Kotalo,-a 1993·64). ThU5,JUSt as wearing a suit might make some people 
feel more formal and restrained, after an initial period of awkwardness, 
my san. oiled hair and bangles made me feel more demure and 
fcrrurune Slowly too , and perhaps partly because of this , I began to 
ice.I t.~e fi.m inklings of sharam (shame). Ibis is a powerful cultural norm 
u T alulq,ur and whilst not exclU5ively experienced by women, is largely 
associated v.,th them. Sha ram carnes meanings of modesty, shame and 
- - ·· a:-i-~s aen t, accordmg to different contexts. Whilst it is often 
::iu,ed b~ external events (such as a man unexpectedly appearing, before 
_ ·-,_ 0::nan has a chance to cover herself) , it is also an internal state for 

•omen, for their bodies are constructed as u:ih_1:re~~~ signs 
.~ ·-·. ~i10 s xua.11 ty must therefore be covered and hidden. 
T :iese feelmgs were not caused simply by wearing a sari, but also 

,be result of being constantly reminded to cover my head in male 
company, and ofbeing with women who would rush to hide themselves 
a., soon as a strange man appeared. (Only certain categories of men 
e,·oke women's hasty removal from the scene. Landless labourers, 
beggars, or men too young to marry do not merit such behaviour.) 
Such 1s the power of sociahsation that after about six months in the 
village I rnstinctively began to pull my sari over my head in front of 
male elders Increasingly too, the three-mile walk over the fields to 
the nearest road, which at first I had insisted on doing alone, became 
more and more difficult due to my growing awareness of just how 
extraordinary my behaviour was. Even when chaperoned, I took to 
covenng my face entirely with my umbrella. On one memorable 
occasion, I forgot to take this with me, and t hen had to walk through 
the male domain of shops and tea stalls to reach my destination. That 
I was hombly aware of the censoring eyes of village men as I hurried 
past indicated to me not only the power of social sanctions , but also 
the permeability of my own cultural boundaries. In ano ther instance, 
I ~azed one of my VSO friends in Sylhet. Sitting and chatting in hjs 
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bungalow one evening, we were interrupted by th~ arrival of ~ 
Bangladeshi counterpart. As the employee of a progressive NGO, with 
experience of working with foreigners, there was no reason why I should 
feel compromised by this young man's presence. Instincti.vdy, however, 
I ran into an adjoining room before he could see me, much to the 

hilarity of the VSO. 
What 'this told me, of course, was how quickly my identity and 

position could change in different cultural locations. J. was, and 
remained, a non-Muslim woman from Britain, with strong feminist 
sympathies. But instead of this automatically fixing me in a particular 
position, the ground on which I stood became increasingly slippery. 
Rather than possessing a homogeneous self, I was .fragmented: drinking 
whisky one moment, and in my confused state rushing into self
imposed and inappropriate purdah the next. I am not trying to claim 
that my sease of sharam was the same as other women in Talukpur. 
All fo_reigners in rural Bangladesh attract large crowds, often composed 
. entirely of men. Being stared at is not a particularly pleasant experience, 
and day after day becomes extremely tiresome. My tendency to cover 
up whenever.I left the village, and was thus once more a stranger, was 
partly a practical solution to the problem ofbeing foreign, rather than 
being a woman. 

Combined·with this, I manipulated purdah and used it to my own 
advantage, often in ways which would not be possible for insiders. It 
was, for example, the perfect excuse not to talk to the frequent ma:le 
visitors who )Nould come· to our homestead, request to meet me, and 
then subject me to endless questions, often ending in ~ oppressive 
attempt to convert me to Islam. It meant too, that I could dem:md 
male help, when in other contexts I would hav.c to manage alone. 

. Errands could be rµn by my younger brothers, for CX2II1ple, and there 
would always be somebody to help me cany my bags on my trip to 
the road. If one has dependable male kin and is from a wealthy 
household, purdah can feel very comfortable. From this viewpoint, 
based on my own experience and observations of the women around 
me, women · n Talukpur are not simply the. victims of a harsh.repre
sentative cultural code. Instead, I began to see how some might gain 
certain benefits from purdah, and the-advantages of being Jzji.eved of 
the burdem_ of fre_!=dom. 
., Combined with this were the attitudes of the women themselves. 
Contrary to my expectations, they did not envy me; some even 
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seemed to pity me. None embraced feminism in the way I had naively 
anticipated, although many expressed dissidence indirectly - 'We're 
of lower status than men, but more intelligent'). All confirmed that 
men were indeed hierarchically placed above them and possessed 
more power, for this was the rule of Allah. Rather than seeing purdah 
as a fo rm of subordination, they mostly presented Jt to me as a central 
pan of Islam, wluch was for many the most mem.ingful thing m their 
lives. To question thi meant questioning God. [ am wary of gener
alising, but suggest that most seemed to accept the outward, public 
presentation of gender, whilst working in a vanety of contradictory 
wd e,·en subversive ways within the framework. As Kotalova (1993)>? 
has argued, we need to distinguish between the encompassing sttucture 
or so• al codes and the w.iys m which, within the encompassment-;' 

L. chss1de:1ce and negonat1on take place. 
\ [ndeed. as wne progressed m Talukpur, the tables turned and I began 

. -tJ' ~ o find chat rather than village women envymg me for my freedom, 
_. ;..x- ·y"..;} I _;.m,ied some of them for their security. For a young woman, in an 

>J~i -('~ econooucally comfortable and loving family, life is in many ways 
• ,.JJ,.. , , ea..c-1er than for young women m Britain. None of the women I knew 
~ · :, ,..( "';:- \ had to lice the inse~ ty :'-°d uncertainty of fo~ging the~ own destiny. 

\ \"', ::''. They may have had little independence, but 1t 1s the funily rather than 
;.·.- J _:_ the mdJ'l,, dual which IS celebrated in Talukpur, and as time progressed 

~- '\.~: t'- I begm to wonder if they may not in fact be right. Increasingly, 
'/' whilst perhaps not intellectually acknowledging it, I began to emotiona:lly 

appreciate why a culture which consttucts women as in need of male 
care and incapable of independent decisions may not be wholly 
negaove for those who have male support. Certainly, our British 
1ru1Stence upon individual freedom and choice began io appear almost 
as strange to me as it did to my hosts, whose statements such as 'In 
your country everyone is separate from their funilies , and alone' I found 
hard to refute. 

1 
My new understandings were no t, however, static. They have 

changed over tim e and according to where I am, and my writing has 
reflected this. For exam.pie, my book of semj-fictional stories, some 
of which I had already drafted when I lefi: Talukpur at the end oft 988, 
probably reflects my most subjective and emotional response to this 
apparent transformation. However, the story did not end there. I 
continue to reassess my view of gender relations in Bangladesh. Each 
rime I rt: tum, I sec things differently This is part! became my personal 
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boUDdaries have been rebuilt. As people told me in the last weeks of 
my) fieldwork, 'Now you're going to make yourself into an English 
woman again' ('tumi ekhan Inreji beti banabe'). I no longer feel lilce an 
anthropologist in Talulcpur, and thus am less tolerant ofpmdah. I feel 
freer to argue with my ex-informants. Since I now only visit for very 
short periods, empathy is also less crucial in rruaintaining the web of 
relationships and legitimacy on which the continuation of my work 
originally depended , 

More importantly, I have witnessed changes in the lives of women 
that I have known for seven years. As their lives unfold, my own inter
pretations of gender relatiomhips in Talukpur shift. Indeed, the male 
support I was reassured of in 1987 /88 seems an increasing myth. 
Perhaps most influential in this change in my perceptions has been 
the fate of my closest friend in Talukpur, whose husband, when I first 
met her, was working in Saudi Arabia in 1987. She had been muried 
about three years, but had only been with her husband for one month 
of this, and was childless. She was staying in her father's home, awaiting 
her husband's return. By the end of my fieldwork it was becoming 
clear that there were problems in the marriage. The husband had stopped 
sending letters, and relatiom with her in-laws were distinctly chilly. 
Since then, the· marriage has completely broken down. When, after 
five years away the husband returned, he declared that in his absence 
my friend had grown too old for him, and he intended to take a second 
_wife. She would have to find another path in life. For the vast majority 
of rural women in Bangladesh, marriage and children are the only 
respectable path in life. My friend, now approaching 30, and childless, 
was ruined. To make matters worse, the head of her lineage has not 
so far allowed her to divorce her husband, which would enable her 
to take him to court to claim her kabin (money set aside for the wife 
as marriage settlement in case of divorce) and give her some financial 
independence, for it might damage the status of the lineage, and 
hence his own political career. 

My outrage.at this has reconfirmed many ofche views which I held 
at the beginning of my fieldwork, and which began to slip throughout 
it. But paradoxically, my writings on gender have moved in the 
o~p~site direction. When I wrote my thesis in 1989, I did so mainly 
within the subordination of Bangladeshi women discourse. More 
r;cently, and coincidental with my discoveries of postmodern critiques 
of anthropologr, and Western feminism, I have been at pains not to 
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label Talukpuri women as victims and have attempted to be more The challenge facing all anthropologists wli~ hope to ~rod~ce 
detached, to stress the processual aspects of gender, the diversity ot politically committed work is thus how to wn~e about . di~emty 
expenences and meanings, and so on. My subjective feelings and my with'out apparently undercutting such stopp4.Jg,pom ts. _To InSJSt that 
acaderruc analysis are therefore in constant danger of contradiction. there is no single view ·of Bangladeshi women, or of purdah, fo~ they, 
This personal problem is echoed by the recent debates within feminism like the anthropologists, are continually in ·different roles, and contmually 
which I discussed earlier. changing, is a start. Likewise, we need to recognise the various levels 

As Chandra Mohanty (1988) has argued, to interpret South Asian at which social norms work, from encompassment (l{otalova 1993) 
gender relations and institutions such as purdah solely in terms of to the manipulation and negotiation of overarching structures. This 
inequality and female subordination negates individual agency, explains the various contradictory messages which I received; women 
homogenises women 's experiences and presents them as a single and should be covered, modest, passive and so on, but there were also many 
wholly qctimised category. If female informants refuse to recognise ways in \}'hich they implicitly deviate, and work within the rules. In 
oc1al and religious codes as subordinating, if they appear to accept other words, it is not enough merely to see the explicit and external 

ilieir social roles, and indeed, make strenuous efforts to persuade the symbols of women's subordination (the veil, officiaJ-laws and norms) 
anthropologist herself to follow their codes of behaviour (from covering and assume-'that there is no more to learn. These lessons do not mean 
he: head co Islamic conversion and even an arranged marriage) , then that we are unable to take up political positions, but we must also 
surely describing iliem as subordinate (and hence in a state of mysti- recognise that these positions are not fixed. The challenge, then, is to 
o.:a• on) 1s deeply patronising? Rather than attempting to locate continually revaluate our own locations, with renewed sensitivities to 
; ~.IL systenuc structures of subordination, as embodied by notions both our own fluidity and that of the people we discuss. 
su ;; pamarchy. a postmodern approach' would focus more intently 
u.:-,on mdrvidual expenence and agency, and the specificities o[local 
~d h.istancal context. It may also problematise the writer's own 
posmon, even to the extent of denying her a voice because she is not 
a:1 authentic representative of the correct group, and thus, since there 

1s oo universal female expenence and no universal women, she cannot 
speak for the experiences of the oilier. . . 

T hese postmodern correctives are undoubtedly important m the_u 
recogruoon of diversity, and m poin6ng out the dangers ofhomogeru
s.i on and the hegemoruc categorisatioru of many W estem-centnc 
discou~es The difficulty with them is, h~ever, that in other senses 
they are inherently depoliticisiag, £on. if everything is fragmented into 
endles~ divermy, it becomes virtually impossible co talk of structures 
of meq.iahty, explo1ca.aon or subordination. As oiliers have pointed 
out, too, the ;u;sertion that so-called white or W estern women have 
no right to speak about experiences oilier than those ascribed to their 
particular characteristics, is highly dangerous and likely to lead to the 
wholesale colb pse of feminism. Writers such as Nicholson have 
therefore suggested that there must be postmodern stopping poin~yid 
that gender 1s one such point (1990). Each time I return to Bangladesh 
J become more convinced th.at chis is correct. 

MIGRATION 

If writing about gender has inescapable political implications, writing 
about migration is even more fraught. The migration of Sylhetis to 

Bn tain involves very real political issues, both in terms of state policy 
- immigration law, council housing allocations and so forth, and the 
racism many face in Britain. The ways in which they are portrayed 
are thus particularly important and, understandably, many British 
Bengalis are tired of their misrepresentation by outsiders. I have 
therefore had to step through a potential minefield. Before discussing 
these directly I would like to describe some ways in which I experienced 
this sensitivity and how my anthropological reactions to it have both 
been informed by my pre-existing locations, and in tum influenced 
those locations. · 

Many people in London warned me that Sylheti migration would 
prove to be a difficult research topic. I understood these warnings in 
two ways: as evidence of how relevant my research was, and as a 
methodological challenge. Since I did not plan an expose of illegal 
immigration, I also thought that such advice was probably alarmist. It 
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is worth noting that at this stage I was solely interested in the problems 
posed by my forthcoming experience. I did not consider I nught face 
pro~lems after completing my irutiation; I had only considered the 
ethical problems of data collection - for example, docs one pay one' 
informants? - not the ethical problems of w hat I would do with my 
data (and certainly not whether I should be collecting it in the lint 
place. 

Following the advice of my supervisor, the fint thing I did in 
T alukpur was a rough survey of the village, visi nng every household 
and asking who lived there, who was related to whom, and so forth. 
If I was told that members were abroad I enquired where they were 
and how long they had been gone. These quesoons, in addition to 
the basic fact of my presence, led most people to conclude that I must 
be a British High Commission spy. Given that the BHC's immigration 
officials regularly carry out what are termed 'village visits' , in which 
they arrive unannounced m migrant villages to check up on the details 
of immigraoon cases, this was entirely rational. That I was asbig 'when 
did you last see your father?'-style questions also did not help; neither 
did my regular absences m Dhaka. 

I realised that I was generally thought to be a spy very gradualli, 
by the vague hostility of some people, and the advice of my adoptive 
family , who remained loyal to me throughout. Some men directly 
challenged me, asking what I was doing and whether I could prove 
1t. I had a letter from my university scanng I was a student, but I doubt 
this did much good since no one could read English and the letter 
could have been easily forged. I said that I was student, learning from 
them so that I could wnte a book; I am sure that for most people this 
cut little 1cc. These few; indicated to me the central importance of 
rrugraoon to people's lives and the extent to which they fear, often 
for good reasons, the I.OlD'llgration authorities. Moreover, as I will explain 
shortly, Jt has deeply affected both the content of my work and my 
relationship to 1t. 

So far, my unease was con.fined to my relationship with people in 
Taluk.pur and the need to convince them I was not a spy. After about 
four months, however, things developed in a different direction. On 
a visit to Sylhet Town, I was introduced to one of the many social 
workers, teachers and community acovists who visit the area from 
Britain. When I explained to him what I w:is doing he became very 
aggressive, telling me that whatever I ended up wnong could only 
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harm the S-idheti community in Britain; even if I did not intend it, 
my work would be used by ncists against Sylhetis. He also insisted 
that all research was a waste of ome and self-indulgent. 

This experience was extremely distressing to me, but it did raise my 
awareness of the sensitivity of my work and the need to write extremely 
carefully. Perhaps then, it was no bad thing. Lilcewise, it was no bad 
thing that I embarked on my fieldwork so naively. lfl had stuted it 
knowing what I know now, I doubt if I would ever have collected 
the basic survey data I did in my first months. This data has been 
invaluable, and since originally a sister from my household accompanied 
me on the,visits to give me introductions and as.rut me in understanding 
the Sylheti dialect, it later proved to be largely correct. To this extent, 
ignorance was bliss . 

. Migration has therefore caused a variety of methodological, ethical 
and theoretical problems in my work, which I have attempted to solve 
in different ways. My reactions to these problems and solutions are 
closely intertwined with my particular political and geographical 
positions, which, as with the issue of gender, have been continually 
fluid . Methodologically, the local sensitivity to discus.ring migration 
meant that I changed direction. I stopped using my notebook, and 
generally disguised the extent to which I was recording ~- I also 
spent more time than I had to with women, for they were far more 
welcoming, and less threatened by my presence. Centrally, I stopped 
asking about migration and only followed lines of enquiry which I 
thought would prove that I really was studying Sylheti culture. I 
therefore learnt about Islam, about local saints (pir), and healing, which 
people were happy to share with me. I was terrified of enquiring about 
land ownership and remittances, and most of my data in these areas 
was acquired indirectly (slipping the question into a convcnation 
about something else, asking neighbours how much another household 
owned, and so forth) . In some ways this has been an advantage rather 
than a weakness. Migration is all too often discussed only in terms of 
political economy. In my work, I have tned to understand its cultural 
and ideological meanings - these may have escaped me had I focused 
only on its economic effects. 

However, whilst depoliticising my actual fieldwork, these methodo
logical solutions have led to new problems in my post-fieldwork wk 
of wriong. Whilst conventional socioeconomic analyses of migration 
would be politically neutral in Bangladesh, writing about Islam has 
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made m, \\TI tin ;a m re en 1t1\ e. Indeed, in the Bangladeshi 
context, Islam 1s the most loaded subject of all, even whilst in the village 
1t was what people " ,;shed me to understand. Combined with this, 
my solution of concealing the c:i...-tent to which l was recording data 
m T;i.lu.k.pur has meant that my fieldwork was highly top-down. It was 
not remotely participatory; although I told them I was writing a book, 
1 did not tell my inf onnants what I was planning to put in it. They 
have therefore had no forum for correcting me or putting alternative 
pouns of view I realise that this 1s quite normal for anthropological 
research. Indeed, the theoretical complexity and rarified language of 
much anthropological discour.;e effectively excludes most informants, 
e,·en if they could read Enghsh. It 1s an aspect ofmy work, however, 
which. whilst solving my fieldwork problems, leaves m e profoundly 
un::asi, in mv role as a wnter 

Bu~ as I w~ to realise on returning to Britain, far more pressing than 
:h e ?roblem of anthropological exclusivity are the ethical issues posed 
~ r...,c =n topic of my work. migration. Again, as a fieldworker, l 
ha:: no t clearly thought these through. T hese problems exist on several 
icvels, the first of which IS practical and the most easily solved. Clearly, 
! have had to censor my work. There are some things w hich l simply 
: ;;.:1not V..'Tlte abou t, for if I did , It rrught directly endanger my 
.nformants and the1.r families This has remained unchanged in the 
n .not1S ,·ernons of my work At the second level are issues w~ch would 
not dam2 ge anyone directly, but rrught be used aga.irut the Sylheti 
o mmUrut\ m Bnuu . The issues of housing and arranged marriages 

berween London and Bangladeshi partners are two examples. Again, 
I have tned to exercise cauoon, although most of my data indicates 
the dlscrimmaoon ofBntish imrrugraoon law rather than the swindles 
of would-be rrugrants 

The next level 1s less easily ~olved. Overseas rrugraoon and its effects 
look duferent according to where one 1s geographically si tuated and 
poliocal.ly allied. In the context ofBntau1, the Unruh Beng:ili commuruty 
, econorruc..lly, ulturJJ.ly ;md pobocalJy subordinate Especially in the 
context of recent politic;iJ events m fa.st London, anthropologists 
attemptmg to wnte about Bntish Beng-1.is therefo re have a respons1-
biJ1 ty to avoid rephcatmg negati ve stereotypes o r fuelling racist 
arguments. Before my fieldwork , I was loc.1tcd within these discourses 

In the lhngladeshi context, however, things look rather different. 
Jgrant housdwld.s ~re dearly he ehtc 111 ruJJI ylhc1. T hey Jrc 
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often large landowners who employ many servants and live in large'. 
pukka houses. If there is exploitation to be fo~d - and Bangladeshi 
society is frequently characterised as one dommated by struggles for 

scarce resources and hence deep-rooted exploitation and corruption 
(see Hartrnari and Boyce 1983; Jansen 1987) - it is often perpetuated 
by successful migrarits agai.JJ,5.r..non-migrarits, who are almost invariably 
poorer and iess politically powerful. From the outset, I have been 
interested in power relations. I did not want to write a thesis which 
dealt only with the cultural construction of personhood or symbolic 
codes. Th.is has meant that issues oflocal- differentiation and exploita
tion havi; been unavoidable for me. But should I write something which 
might reflect badly on an already beleaguered British ethnic minority? 

The extent to which this question bas worried m e has largely 
depended upon my geographical position, and the audience which I 
am writing for. Whilst doing my fieldwork, I was located within the 
context of Bangladeshi, where it is virtually impossible to ignore 
poverty, inequality and the exploitation of the powerless by the elite. 
Indeed, nearly all of the anthropology ofBangladesh focuses upon these 
very issues (see, for example, Hartman and Boyce 1983; Arens and 
van Buerden 1977; Jansen 1987). rhe immediate academic product 
of my fieldwork - my thesis - thus dealt with the ways in which 
migration had changed local structures of power, and was key to the 
elite's manipulation of their cultural, economic and political dominance. 
Th.is was written whilst emotionally at least I was still in Bangladesh. 
I had not fully engaged in anthropological literature beyond relevant 
South Asian ethnographies and the anthropology of migration. I was 
also secure in the knowledge that very few people would ever read 
giy thesis. The immediate problems of representation were thus 
minimal. In my non-academic book, which I hoped might have a 
slightly larger readership, I chose not to write at all about migration 
to Britain in an attempt to dodge the issues. This was easy to do since 
the book 's format was a collection of semi-factual stories which were 
based on my personal ·experiences. 

While rewriting my thesis into a book, I have had to face these issues 
directly. I am also fully relocated in the British context. Although my 
book is primarily about Bangladesh, and not the Bengali community 
in Bri tain, my audience will be first and foremost British. I have 
'11crefore had to bal.mce. the need to be politically sensitive to the dangers 
of racist misinterpretatio11, my desire not to offend ylheti readers, and 
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~~ anthroi!:logi~al responsibility to be as true to my data as possible. 
. 

0 
n?btl ow if I have succeeded in these aims and clearly it is 

imposs1 e to please ev V ' 
I . . eryone. anous Eew approaches, which I only 
earnt of m return.mg from T alukpur have, however, helped me move 

some way forward. 

·. Firs~, I have not claimed that my version of Talukpur is either 
ObJecave, or d~finite, and have used the now-routine technique of 
p~acm~ myself m the text a much as possible. Secondly, in stressing 
~vemty and flexibility, rather than an ovemding system one is less 
likely to homogenise or essentialise local culture . Jhirclly, I have found 
it more frujtful to focu upon individual agency and dynamism. rather 
~an systems of explmtaoon. T h.is leads me to my final point, which 
1s that my relocaooo has been theoretical as weU as physical, political 
and emooona.l. This, like my changing interpretations of gender, has 
been affected not only by doing fieldwork over a fixed time, but by 
returru.ng to Talukpur. 

My original analysis of migration was dominated by the available 
l.iterarure on development in Bangladesh (for an interesting discussion 
of this, see White 1992) and theories of migration produced m the 
1980s (Meillassoux 1981 , Castles et al. 1984, Cohen 1987). In both 
of these literatures, neo-Marx:ist notions of dependency and post
imperialism are key. l,abour migration, like other flows which have 
taken place from colonised Southern countries to the North, must be 
understood first and foremos~ as ?-JQrm of exploitation, 10 which value 
1s extracted, and capi tal accumulated in the orth, and the costs are 
borne by the South . 

From these ideas, I argued that overseas migration from Sylhet 
could also be understood as a fonn of dependency, Along with other 
analyses of Sougi Asian migration (for Pakistan see Ballard 1987; for 
BangLadesh, see Islam et al. 1987), my prognosis was therefore generally 
pessmusnc. M.igraaon mcreased local incomes for the elite, thus 
widerung econo011c differenoation and making it harder than ever for 
low-mcome households to compete It was also an extreme form of 
dependence. Not only was travel to brdesh (foreign countries) culturally 
constructed as Virtually the only route for economic success and 
enterpnse, but mUJy households were financialJy dependent upon the 
remmances of absent members. I suggested that as m Britain at least, 
the British Bengali commumty became increasingly established, these 
would dry up, whilst in Bangladesh the villages' need for foreign 
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revenue, like that of the national economy, wo.uld continue. Whilst 
benefiting individuals then, in the long term overseas migration would 
not benefit Sylhet. 

Subsequently I have completely rethought this original·analysis. This 
partly reflects the contemporary. rejection of meta-narratives such as 
dependency theory within academic discoUISe, plus discussions of 
globalisation and the possibilities which these might provide for the 
anthropology of migration (see, for example, Hannen 1992). Lastly, 
and most importantly, however, it reflects my return to Talukpur,-which 
I revisited in 1993, after µiree years' absence. The first thing I noticed 
as I appr?ached the village was the extent that, within this time, 
thin~ had,changed. The number of pukka houses had risen dnmati
cally and many houses were currently being built. Combined with this, 
there was a new secondary school which had.not existed in 1988. In 
1997, what was the dirt track to the village is now a tmnac road and 
electricity has arrived. During my last visit I also noticed several agri
cultural changes: an increase in mechanisation miongst the larger 
landowne!S, and an increase in deep tubewclls. My work Im not focused 
upon agricultural development, so I should add that this- observation 
is mostly impressionistic. 

Most importantly, however, some of the households which had 
previously been in a pitifully poor state, had now significantly improved 
their economic position, often through the canny investment of 
remittances from the Middle East. Two of these landless households 
had new houses, and one pad stuted a profitable tea busin~. This 
does not mean that overall poverty has decrC2Sed, for a large number 
of in-migrant lanclless households have been settled on government 
land by the local authorities. What it does suggest, however, is that 

- within the social and political boundaries of the village, migration c:mnot 
... -, be interpreted only as a cause of dependency and stagnaoon. 1 or are 

migrants passive victims, tossed this way and that by the vagaries of 
the international labour market. Instead, they are highly dynamic. Again. 
I got a vivid sense of this in 1993, when I was told that since migration 
to Europe was difficult, new opportunities were now being sought in 
the Far East. Whilst dependency theory goes some way in explaining 
some of the structural conditions of Bangladeshi overseas migration, 
it therefore fails to indicate the dynamism and agency of migrants and 
their communities. 
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CONCLUSION 

My changing relationshlp to my data, both during my fieldwork and 
after it, throws up a vanety of more general issues. The first is that the 
ep1stemological assumption of anthropology, that we are simply 
objecove conduits for our data, is clearly deeply flawed; for what and 
how we know is endlessly influenced by our various shifting locations. 
Rather than being passive conduits for the data, we are proactive in 
choosing what we learn and what we write. To suggest that anthro
pologists need not worry about political or ethical issues because their 
first duty 1s to academic truth therefore borders on irresponsibility. 
Instead, what we learn and what we wnte is unavoidably subjective, 
because we are all located in particular political positions. As I have 
also suggested, our learning does not end when we finish our fieldwork, 
and there 1s therefore no definitive account of it. · 

My account also indicates that the ethical issues encountered in the 
field often appear m a different light at home. Topics whlch are 
neutral m one context are therefore sometimes highly charged in 
another This has been a particular issue for me because the people I 
am wnnng about are also living in Britain where their political and 
soC1al posmon 1s very different. Combined with this, researching and 
wnong are different acts and throw up different problems. For example, 
my learning about lslarn was seen by my hosts as wholly positive. 
Publishing anthropological analyses oflocal Islam has, however, been 
fraught with political dangers , especially in post-Rushdie Britain, 
where much of the popular representation oflslam is virulently anµ
Muslim. The much-publicised case ofTaslima Nasreen, the Bangladeshi 
feminist writer, has also made commentary on gender relations within 
a Muslim village m Bangladesh highly sensitive. 

Lastly. I would like to suggest that w hat we experience in the field 
uas a direct bearing on our rclaoonship to the anthropological endeavour 
and our reacoons to posanodem critiques of 1t, The fears and suspicions 
which my presence evoked have also, I. think, changed my relation
ship to my own writings and to anthropology. For a phase in my 
fieldwork I became acutely paranoid about what people thought of 
me. I was terrified that I would meet direct hostility, or even aggression, 
and would not be able to continue. More profoundly, the experience 
of being held in suspicion and not always being welcome is deeply 
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unsettling. Discussing these issues with friends who did fieldwork 
with people who welcomed their enquiries, and who were vociferous 
m their desire to be written about, I realise that postmodern critiques 
of anthropology have fewer emotional resonances for them than 
for me.2 

Perhaps the issues which I chose to study are particularly ·sensitive. 
Although painful, in the long term this has been no bad thing for it 
has forced me to confront some important ethical dilemmas, not only 
in the doing of fieldwork, but also in writing it up. What I have tried 
to describe in this chapter is how over time my dynamic relationship 
with Talukpur has affected me personally and intellectually. Likewise 
my various and changing positions and identities have altered the way 
in which I have approached the village, on both _an intellectual and a 
personal level., These relationships are con tinually changing. O nly in 
writing do they appear to become concrete and set; perhaps that is 
w hy it,is such a challenging business. 

NOTES 

1. The fragmentations implied by postmodernism, and its insistence 
on endless difference have led some feminists to worry that it may 
lead to the movement's self-destruction (see Nicholson 1990· also 
di Leonardo 1991 :24). • 

2. To ~ degree, my own qualms are unfounded, for what people were 
afraid of was that I would give to the British High Commission 
details which would lose them their immigration cases, not that 
my representations of them would be a form of cultural imperialism. 
Many people enjoyed telling me their stories, and today seem 
pleased when I show them my book. 
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